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Yet on April 25th, by an astonishing feat of arms, the
British troops set foot on shore at Helles, the southermost tip
of Gallipoli, and the Australians and New Zealanders at Anzac,
half-way up the western coast line, despite all that brave
defenders behind strong defences could do to stop them. But
the victors were too tired, and had lost too heavily, to be able
to follow up their advantage before the Turkish reserves
arrived to bar their path. For some days a desperate struggle
raged on the rugged slopes leading up from the shores at Helles
and Anzac to the higher plateau inland ; our wearied and yet
indomitable troops attacked and the Turks counter-attacked,
and in the end our progress was stayed. Our foremost lines
were still well within artillery range of the beaches on which we
had landed and far from the high ground without the possession
of which little further progress was possible, and on three
separate occasions during the ensuing summer months attempts
were made to push further forward by means of frontal attacks
supported by a quite inadequate weight of artillery. Under
such conditions no success was or could have been gained, and
by the end of June the Allied army, riddled with crippling
sickness, pitiably weak in numbers, and existing in circum-
stances of unhealthy discomfort, was incapable of further
effort without heavy reinforcements. But, as usual throughout
this ill-fated campaign, these were denied Hamilton until too
late. Had they arrived at this juncture, the Turks, almost
equally weak, might have been decisively defeated, but fresh
troops reached the latter first, and by the time we were ready
for a renewed attack, our best chance of effective success had
again passed away*
Nevertheless that attack only just failed of a decisive victory.
A new landing was effected at Suvla, north of Anzac, in an area
completely empty of defenders, and for many hours the road
into the rear of the whole Turkish army was ours for the taking.
But the landing force, consisting of too new troops under too
old generals, lost its fair opportunity and advanced so timidly
and haltingly that once more the Turks forestalled us on the
edge of success. Meanwhile, a surprise sortie from the north
end of the Anzac sector scaled the precipitous heights of the
central ridge of the peninsula and in places reached its crest,
only to be held fast there and at length forced off it after prodigies
of splendid but useless valour. Subsequent attempts to
bludgeon our way through both at Suvla and at Anzac merely
added to our already over-long roll of casualties. Our second
chance of victory on Gallipoli had failed : we were to have no
more, for from October onwards our position there rapidly
became untenable.

